
Plug & Play  
Spatial Intelligence

noun [out-sahyt] - the ability to see and understand external things clearly.

Raul BRAVO
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Pioneers of 3D sensing 
software since 17 years 
The most experienced team in real-time 
stand-alone LiDAR processing.
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LiDAR is becoming  
mature and affordable 

Early customers and Auto R&D fuelled the 
initial steps, hardware is now commoditising.  

Many sensor models with the right price-
performance ratio are currently available

2D LiDAR 
for Robotics

1st ADAS 
LiDAR

Velodyne 
Puck

Currently 
Available

> 2 Million pps

> 600k pps

> 50k pps

Performance Price

<1k USD

>80k USD



 18M units 

*  Lidar sales estimation from several sources.

3D LiDAR will unleash the 
Spatial Intelligence market. 

The R&D phase for self-driving cars sparked the 
technology development phase. 

Applications outside automotive are unlocking 
tremendous business value.

Started Here

Deploying hereDeploying here
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Deploying here



Performance and price are not enough  

The complexity of LiDAR 
inhibits adoption  

Evaluating, Using, Integrating, Combining 
and Maintaining LiDAR hardware in 
professional applications it’s a nightmare:  

It’s a Risky, Long, Expensive, Defocusing, 
and Inefficient process.

3D RAW 
DATA

ACTIONABLE 
INFORMATION 

COMPLEXITY

What LiDARs 
Provide

What Customers 
Need

Unprocessed data is useless beyond R&D

Zero standards in any layer (network, data format…) 

2D Image Processing techniques don’t work with 3D 

3D Data is sparse and requires rare experts

Processing massive data in real-time is hard

You need to combine different Sensors



Mainstream 
applications

A few early 
adopters

Most applications 
and users

Maturity

LiDAR is reaching its 
swim or sink moment 

Early customers and Auto R&D fuelled 
the initial steps, hardware is now 
commoditising.  

Exponential growth will come from 
Mainstream applications, that require 
an enabling software layer.

RAW Data  
for experts

The Software 
Stack Our Job



A new category 

We are Enablers 

Our customers are Vertically-focused Solution 
Providers and System Integrators.  

A single version of our Software handles the 
input of heterogeneous hardware sources and 
provides actionable data regardless of the 
intended end-user application. 

A 3D Pre-Processor doesn’t perform end-user applications, it’s an enabler for developers
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Strategic partnerships with 
most LiDAR manufacturers 

We have integrated  +80% of worldwide market, to 
deliver unparalleled value to customers, all over the 
world.

And many others… 



Software eats industries.  
LiDAR is next. 

The 3D Spatial Intelligence market is exploding, 
outside Automotive, driven by a dramatic 
improvement in Sensor price-performance 

Mainstream customers can’t use raw data from 
Sensor hardware: a horizontal software layer is 
the key enabler

Outsight’s approach and products have been 
validated across a diverse set of industries in 
record time

Demand is growing, hardware is cheap and 
ready.   

Both customers and partners are hungry for an 
enabling software layer.  

We have the technology, experience, talent and 
traction to get the lion’s share of the Spatial 
Intelligence market. 


